VIII PLAN INNOVA-USA 2019

Call for Manuscripts
Biblioteca Benjamin Franklin

1. Nature
Four grants of € 3500 each are assigned in order to publish in Biblioteca Benjamin Franklin
of Instituto Franklin-UAH. With these grants, expenses of design, edition, layout,
coordination, revision and printing of the publication are covered.
There will be only admitted to assessment those studies integrated within the framework of
the North American Studies. The study area and/or subject should coincide with the priority
research themes of the Institute.

2. Requirements
Submitted manuscripts should always be original studies, monographic studies about several
author editions will take precedent.
Translations of works or edition of books already published, will not be divulgated. The
maximum length of the manuscript should not exceed 300 pages.
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3. Deadline and presentation of applications
Deadline for presentation of applications will be opened from September 12th, 2019, to
January 8th, 2020.
Applications should be submitted online. Candidates should present the next documentation
through the online form available on the webpage of Instituto Franklin-UAH:


Requested form completed properly.

The whole manuscript should be sent by email to Ana Serra: ana.serra@institutofranklin.net

4. Editorial Committee and selection procedure
The manuscript will be subjected to evaluation of the Editorial Committee of the Biblioteca
Benjamin Franklin and by two positive external assessments to start the publishing process.
The Committee will be responsible for accepting or rejecting the proposal submitted, according
to their own editorial policies and other considerations, as appropriate.
The Editorial Committee reserves the right of presenting or not a report which details the
decision taken. In case of presenting the report to reinforce that decision, this will be
confidential and it will be submitted to the authors of the proposal once completed the
withdrawal period. The deadline will be for 90 days.
In case of rejecting the proposal, the decision will be announced written to those concerned,
and the physical copy of the manuscript will stay at disposition of the author to be removed in
a time of 30 days following communication. Once the deadline passed, Instituto Franklin-UAH
will not be responsible for the integrity of the copies received and they could be destroyed.
In case of acceptance of the proposal, the editor will be the one who puts himself in contact
with the author to begin with the process of producing the manuscript. (Requirements of
edition, signature of the edition contract with its corresponding clauses, dates for each stage
of production, etc.) . The author also undertakes to adapt the manuscript to publishing
standards of Biblioteca Benjamin Franklin.
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5. Publication
Publication date will depend on the programming and the work of the publishing department
and its external collaborators.
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